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NEWSLETTER November 2010
Message from the LPS President:

It is fast approaching AGM time at the LPS. This year has flown by, but we have managed to
cram in a lot of events. So far this year the LPS has run seminars on New Technology,
Unconventional Reservoir Petrophysics and Carbonates. We have also staged a university
open day and eight evening meetings. Not bad for our small society. Credit for this goes to
the members of the committee; they all offer their services for free and do an excellent job.
If you have attended one of our seminars over the last few years you will have certainly had
to contact the VP Seminars, Robert Webber. Robert is leaving us this week to start an
assignment in Rio de Janeiro. Many thanks to Robert for all his hard work, have a caipirinha
on us.
The AGM is on Monday 8th November (6pm start) at The Geological Society. This is the
member’s opportunity to find out about the financial state of the society, meet the
committee and hear about next year’s programme of events. After the formal business of
the meeting we traditionally have a presentation on a non‐petrophysical topic. In past years
we have been entertained with talks on dousing for water, the geology of wine growing
areas and the archaeology of the Thames. This year we privileged to have Piers Corbyn talk
about “Alternative Weather Forecasting”. Please try and attend what should be a very
entertaining evening.
The programme for our Basic Formation Evaluation seminar on Monday 13th December is
almost complete. See the poster in this newsletter for more details. The Basic FE seminars
are aimed at ‘new’ and non‐petrophysicists who need to use log and core data. If you or
your colleagues need a ‘crash course’ in petrophysics this seminar would be ideal.

All the Best
Adam

Adam Moss: LPS President
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Dates for Your Diary

Monday 8th November, LPS AGM and Evening Meeting, Geological
Society, London Piccadilly. 6pm.
Piers Corbyn
"Alternative weather forecasting".
Monday 13th December, LPS One-Day Seminar, Geological Society,
London Piccadilly.
Basic Formation Evaluation Seminar – Core to Log Interpretation &
Petrophysical Inputs to Reservoir Models.
Monday 17th January 2011, LPS Half-Day Seminar, Geological Society,
London Piccadilly.
New Technology Seminar.
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Next Evening Talk:

“Alternative Weather Forecasting”
Piers Corbyn

The special AGM talk this year will deal with the interesting topics of:
=> What does and does not cause Climate Change?
=> The looming end of the man-made climate change hypothesis and industry
and how to prepare for its demise.
=> News of some extreme weather events to come.

London Petrophysical Society
One-day Seminar

“Basic Formation Evaluation –
Core to Log Integration & Petrophysical
Inputs to Reservoir Models”
Monday 13th December 2010 at the Geological
Society, London
A series of presentations on the measurement of core analysis data and the
integration of these data with wireline and LWD logs. The use of petrophysical
data in the construction of reservoir models will also be discussed
Who Should Attend?
Geologists, reservoir engineers, geophysicists, technical assistants, and support
staff requiring an introduction to, or a refresher course on formation evaluation.
Presentations on:
Critical Role of Basic Core Analysis Data in Prospect Evaluation
Porosity-Permeability Relationships and Rock Typing
How to Build and Use a Saturation Height Function
The Role of Electrical Properties in the Calculation of Water Saturation from Logs
Nuclear Magnetic Resonance – A Primer
Relative Permeability – Overview of Methods
Wettability: What is it and Why does it Matter
Integration of Dynamic SCAL and Logs in Petrophysical interpretation
Case Studies.
Confirmed Speakers From:
Baker RDS, BG Group, Core Laboratories, Core Specialist Services, Corex, RWE,
Senergy, Weatherford Labs.
Registration Cost: £150 for LPS/PESGB/AFES/SPE Members,
£175 for Non-members (LPS is not VAT registered)
For further information and registration details please visit www.lps.org.uk or e-mail:
adam.moss@bg-group.com

LPS Christmas Party After the Seminar

